The Case Of The Fun House Mystery
The Case of the Fun House Mystery-Nancy E. Krulik 1996 When an evil monster preys upon the fun house at the Tons of Fun amusement park, turning the special effects noises into scary monster noises, employees Madame Zelda, Ferris Wheel Fred, and Carousel Cal hire the Trenchcoat Twins. Original.
Elephant Seals: Mountains of Blubber-Caitlind L. Alexander Elephant seals are huge animals that live part of their life on land. When I say they are huge, I mean huge. The male elephant seal can grow to be up to 16 feet (4.9 metres) long. They can weigh 6,600 pounds (3000 kilograms)! An average car weighs about
3,000 pounds (1360 kilograms). That means a male elephant seal can weigh more than two cars! That is big! Female elephant seals are only about half the size of the males. That is still a very big seal, though. Female elephant seals can be up to about 10 feet (three metres) long and weigh about 2,000 pounds (910
kilograms) Find out more about this amazing animal and learn the answers to these questions: How long does an elephant seal stay in the water? How deep can an elephant seal dive? In what way do male elephant seals dive differently from female elephant seals? Why do elephant seals like to hang out in very deep
water? In March or April elephant seals wake up to find that their mother is gone. Where did she go? Learn what an elephant seal looks like, where it lives, what it eats, what eats it, how babies are born, and other fun facts. Ages 7 - 10 Reading Level 3.7 All measurements in American and metric.
LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by
having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Fun Home-Alison Bechdel 2021-11-11 DISCOVER the BESTSELLING GRAPHIC MEMOIR behind the 2019 Olivier Award nominated musical. 'A sapphic graphic treat' The Times A moving and darkly humorous family tale, pitch-perfectly illustrated with Alison Bechdel's gothic drawings. If you liked Marjane Satrapi's
Persepolis you'll love this. Meet Alison's father, a historic preservation expert and obsessive restorer of the family's Victorian home, a third-generation funeral home director, a high-school English teacher, an icily distant parent, and a closeted homosexual who, as it turns out, is involved with his male students and
the family babysitter. When Alison comes out as homosexual herself in late adolescence, the denouement is swift, graphic, and redemptive. Interweaving between childhood memories, college life and present day, and through narrative that is equally heartbreaking and fiercely funny, Alison looks back on her
complex relationship with her father and finds they had more in common than she ever knew. 'A groundbreaking masterpiece' The Independent 'A finely woven blend of yearning and euphoric fantasy' Evening Standard **ONE OF THE GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**
Prudence Wright and the Minute Women-Caitlind L. Alexander 2018-03-08 The Minutemen were a big part of the Revolutionary War. They got their name because they could be ready to fight in a minute. But men were not the only ones who could fight. Here is the story of Prudence Wright. Her friends called her
"Pru". Pru was married to David Wright. She was 35 and he was 40. They had seven children. In April 1775, Pru was raising the kids alone. David was not at home. He was a Minuteman. He had gone off the fight the British. One day Pru was visiting her mother in a nearby town. She heard some men talking. They
were Tories. That meant that they were on the side of the British. Find out how Pru and her friends stop the men from getting messages to the British in this exciting 15-minute book. Ages 7 - 10. Reading level 2.5 This book is part of our "Heroes in History" series. These 15-minute books focus on a specific moment
in a historic person's life. Aimed at second graders, they provide the perfect introduction to heroic Americans in an exciting, fun-to-read way. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from
classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
I Wonder… Can a Bald Eagle Grow Hair?-Judith Janda Presnall I wonder … About Birds. Do snowy owls melt in the summer months? How many words can a parrot learn? How big is the pelican’s stretchy pouch? How many neck bones does a swan have? Do kookaburras laugh at people? Does an ostrich really hide
by sticking its head in the ground? Learn the answer to these questions and many more in this fascinating 15-minute book about birds. With a fun question, each page introduces a new bird and tells some fun information about it. Ages 6 to 10. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core
standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a
child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
I Wonder… Do Bedbugs Snore?-Judith Janda Presnall I Wonder… About Insects. Are all ladybugs females? Does a honeybee make flavored honey? Will a stinkbug smell better if it takes a bath? Can a walking stick fly? Will fruit flies eat vegetables? Do army ants carry guns? Learn the answer to these questions and
many more in this fascinating 15-minute book about insects. With a fun, comical question, each page introduces a new insect and tells some fun information about it. Ages 6 to 10. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children
practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
For We Walk by Faith-Patrick Muenchen 2007-05-01 Jesus said faith could move mountains and all things are possible to him who believes. Faith is the substance that can change the way you look and feel. Faith can transform your health, life, and physical fitness. America's favorite PE teacher can show you how. .
65% of Americans over age twenty are overweight or obese . Only 15% of Americans engage in the recommended amount of physical activity . Fast food and unhealthy snack foods are the mainstay diet of most Americans . 25% of adults and 35% of adolescents smoke cigarettes .Heart disease and cancer, two
preventable diseases, remain the leading causes of death There have been many books written on diets and exercise programs and yet most people have not changed their health habits. People don't need more information, they need motivation and inspiration. For We Walk by Faith-Motivation and Inspiration to Get
Physically Fit contains thirty one devotions that will take the reader on a journey examining their own life and health, their call from God, the obstacles they face, their relationship with the Lord, the tools they need to change their life, the importance of establishing values, the need for friends and mentors, the
brevity and preciousness of life, and ways to find strength and motivation. For We Walk by Faith unravels the unique relationship between faith and fitness and develops the conviction everyone needs to make resolute changes in regards to their health, faith, and values. 2 Corinthians 5: 7 says "for we walk by faith."
Learn how to use your faith to change your fitness. "Coach" Patrick Muenchen has a Master's Degree in Health Studies and has worked in the education field since 1992. In 2004 he was selected as thenational "My Favorite PE Teacher" for PE4Life and SportingKid Magazine. He lives in North Georgia with his lovely
wife and two children. He is passionate about his faith and fitness and enjoys teaching physical education and coaching youth sports. www.forwewalkbyfaith.net
Giant Squid: Monsters of the Deep-Caitlind L. Alexander 2019-08-08 What is a giant squid? Giant squid are strange looking animals. They are a long tube with a head and arms sticking out the front. They are also big. A giant squid can be 60 feet (18.3 metres) long from its tail to the tip of its longest arms. It can
weigh more than 1,000 pounds (454 kg). That is a HUGE animal! Some people have said giant squid are even bigger. But scientists think that they were pulling on the squid's arms to make them longer when they were measuring. Find out more about this amazing animal and learn the answers to these questions:
What is the body of a giant squid called? What shape is a squid's brain? How big are a giant squid's eyes? What color is a giant squid's blood? And more. Learn what a giant squid looks like, where it lives, what it eats, who are its enemies, how babies are born, and other fun facts. Reading Level 3.4 Ages 7 - 10 All
measurements in American and metric. Learning Island believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open
the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Semantics and Cultural Change in the British Enlightenment: New Words and Old-Carey McIntosh 2020-05-18 A study of English semantics during the Enlightenment. New words 1650-1800 reflect the new middle-class culture of sociability, commerce, and science. Old mostly obsolete words illuminate the realities
of working-class life, exhausting labor, dirt, outrageous sexism, magic, horses, bizarre food.
Process and Paradigms in Word-Formation Morphology-Amanda Pounder 2000-01-01 TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language. The series publishes state-of-the-art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies
that provide new insights by building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS considers itself a forum for cutting-edge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various manifestations, including sign languages. It regards linguistic
variation in its synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and evolution of language. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as
edited volumes, which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical viewpoints. High quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing.
What is this thing called Knowledge?-Duncan Pritchard 2013-10-01 What is knowledge? Where does it come from? What kinds of knowledge are there? Can we know anything at all? This lucid and engaging introduction grapples with these central questions in the theory of knowledge, offering a clear, non-partisan
view of the main themes of epistemology. Both traditional issues and contemporary ideas are discussed in sixteen easily digestible chapters, each of which conclude with a useful summary of the main ideas discussed, study questions, annotated further reading and a guide to internet resources. Each chapter also
features text boxes providing bite-sized summaries of key concepts and major philosophers, and clear and interesting examples are used throughout. The book concludes with an annotated guide to general introductions to epistemology, a glossary of key terms, and a summary of the main examples used in
epistemology, This an ideal first textbook in the theory of knowledge for undergraduates coming to philosophy for the first time. The third edition has been revised and updated throughout and features two new chapters, on religious knowledge and scientific knowledge, as part of a whole new section on what kinds
of knowledge there are. In addition, the text as a whole has been refreshed to keep it up to date with current developments.
Barbie- 2019-09 This fun activity case contains 4 x sticker books with extra sticker sheets in an easy-to-carry case: perfect for little hands on the go!
SignGram Blueprint-Josep Quer 2017-11-20 We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology), funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme of the European Union. Current grammatical knowledge about particular sign languages is fragmentary and
of varying reliability, and it appears scattered in scientific publications where the description is often intertwined with the analysis. In general, comprehensive grammars are a rarity. The SignGram Blueprint is an innovative tool for the grammar writer: a full-fledged guide to describing all components of the
grammars of sign languages in a thorough and systematic way, and with the highest scientific standards. The work builds on the existing knowledge in Descriptive Linguistics, but also on the insights from Theoretical Linguistics. It consists of two main parts running in parallel: the Checklist with all the grammatical
features and phenomena the grammar writer can address, and the accompanying Manual with the relevant background information (definitions, methodological caveats, representative examples, tests, pointers to elicitation materials and bibliographical references). The areas covered are Phonology, Morphology,
Lexicon, Syntax and Meaning. The Manual is endowed with hyperlinks that connect information across the work and with a pop-up glossary. The SignGram Blueprint will be a landmark for the description of sign language grammars in terms of quality and quantity.
Benjamin Franklin: The First American-Jeannie Meekins 2017-02-19 Ben Franklin was a writer, scientist, inventor and political leader. He was one of the Founding Fathers who drafted the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the U.S. He organized the first lending library and volunteer fire
department. He established universities and hospitals. He also flew a kite in a thunderstorm to show that lightning was electricity. Learn more in this short bio
Dicks' standard plays-John Thomas Dicks 1883
Pennsylvania State Reports Containing Cases Decided by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania-Pennsylvania. Supreme Court 1882
Trends in Functional Programming-Jurriaan Hage 2014-12-26 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed revised selected papers of the 15th International Symposium on Trends in Functional Programming, TFP 2014, held in Soesterberg, The Netherlands, in May 2014. The 8 revised full papers included in this
volume were carefully and selected from 22 submissions. TFP is an international forum for researchers with interests in all aspects of functional programming, taking a broad view of current and future trends in the area.
The Case of the Bouncing Boxer: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “It was the guy with the kangaroo,” a woman’s voice said. “He stole our wallets. I saw him.” “Everyone calm down,” another woman said. “We’ll get to the bottom of this.” “I know that voice,” Jamie said. “It’s Officer Hall.” Jamie
immediately headed into the tent. Kendall followed. Hopefully they could help find out who had stolen the wallets. See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These
books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give
children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
CUPCAKE CARSON, MIDDLE SCHOOL DETECTIVE: THE CASE OF THE BAD BUSHEL-Roberto Lee Davis 2017-12-24 She had a love for math, music and mystery. All in a day's work for this 6th grader. Myranda ""Cupcake"" Carson was an honor student at Frederick Douglass Middle School. When she wasn't
solving difficult math problems, Cupcake enjoyed playing duets on the piano with best friend, Stella Knox, a violinist. Stella was a favorite to win the violin competition at the Annual Middle School Music Festival in Montreal. Stella participated in a fruit box fundraiser to raise money for the competition in May. Mr.
Grant, a local businessman, complained that Stella and her brother, Mike, cheated him out of a half bushel of pink grapefruits. He was determined to see that Stella wouldnt go to the music competition. Was Cupcake Carson able to prove Stella's innocence, or was Mr. Grant too smart for the middle school math
whiz? Find out in Cupcake Carson, Middle School Detective: The Case of The Bad Bushel
The Case of the Missing Ancestors-George D. Durrant 1991
The Case Of The Stolen Pencil Box-Jupiter Kids 2014-07-25 Jessie has spent the better part of the school year perfectly coloring and placing stickers on her favorite pencil box. But on the one of the last few day of school, she finds that her beloved pencil box is missing from her desk. Frantic, she does all she can to
figure out where the missing box has went.
The Case of the Snoring Sleeper: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “I just wanted to run a case by you. I’m hoping that talking about it will give me a lead,” Officer Hall asked. A moment later they were in the kitchen and Jamie was popping some popcorn in the microwave. Kendall got them each
a glass of milk. When the popcorn was done, they settled around the table. “We had a small burglary last night,” Officer Hall began. “It wouldn’t have been such a big deal, except that it’s been happening quite a bit lately. We think it’s the work of one guy, and I think I know who that guy is, but I can’t prove it.” Can
Kendall and Jamie help Officer Hall think through the crime and catch the thief? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills
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of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to
read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Frozen- 2019-09 This fun activity case contains 4 x sticker books with extra sticker sheets in an easy-to-carry case: perfect for little hands on the go!
The Case of the Smashed Statue: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “Wow! Could you imagine living in a house like this?” Kendall asked. “Could you imagine having to clean a house like this?” Jamie answered. Both Kendall and Jamie had inherited their love of old things from their parents. At
that moment they were visiting a huge mansion that allowed tours. They had come with their friends Erica and Andrea and their father. Mr. Broderick was talking with one of the restorers in another part of the house. All four of the kids were in the front room of the house, looking around. The room had several
pieces of furniture clustered around a huge, ornate fireplace. A woman was standing in front of the fireplace, sketching in a small pad of paper. The walls around the room were hung with a number of old pictures, most of the portraits. Jamie was about to say something when they were suddenly interrupted by the
sound of a huge crash. It came from the room they were right next to. They each looked at each other for a second, and then quickly rushed into the room to see what had happened. They discover a statue that has been smashed, but who did it? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do.
Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards.
LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by
having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Snoring Sleeper-Caitlind L. Alexander “I just wanted to run a case by you. I’m hoping that talking about it will give me a lead,” Officer Hall asked. A moment later they were in the kitchen and Jamie was popping some popcorn in the microwave. Kendall got them each a glass of milk. When the
popcorn was done, they settled around the table. “We had a small burglary last night,” Officer Hall began. “It wouldn’t have been such a big deal, except that it’s been happening quite a bit lately. We think it’s the work of one guy, and I think I know who that guy is, but I can’t prove it.” Can Kendall and Jamie help
Officer Hall think through the crime and catch the thief? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown mysteries, these short mysteries give kids all the clues they need to solve the mystery, before revealing the answer on the last page, helping kids learn
common sense and attention to detail. Ages 8 and up. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo
readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Reports of Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Court of Appeals of Texas-Texas. Court of Appeals 1888
Experimental Astronomy-Jean-Claude Pecker 2012-12-06 Socrates knew all that was known by his contemporaries. But already in the Middle Ages it was becoming difficult for a single man to have a truly encyclopedic view of all human knowledge. It is true that Pico della Mirandola, Pius II, Leonardo da Vinci, and
several other great minds were thoroughly in possession of considerable know ledge, and knew all that one could know, except no doubt for some techniques. The encyclopedists of the 18th century had to be content with an admirable survey: they could not go into details, and their work is a collective one, the
specialized science of each collaborator compensating for the insufficiencies of the others. We know very well that our science of today is a science of specialists. Not only is it impossible for anyone person to assimilate the totality of human knowledge, it is impossible even to know ones own discipline perfectly
thoroughly. Each year the presses of science pro duce a frightening quantity of printed paper. Even in very limited fields, new journals are created every day, devoted to extremely specialized, often very narrowly defined subjects. It is indeed evident that in a field whose scope extends well beyond astronomical or
astrophysical research, it is materially impossible to be informed of everything, even with the richest of libraries at hand.
Sixty, Sexy, and Successful: A Guide for Aging Male Baby Boomers-Robert Schwalbe Ph.D. 2008-05-30 As a psychotherapist who focuses on working with the issues that challenge midlife and older men, Robert Schwalbe feels that the 60s and beyond can be the most rewarding or the most miserable period in a
man's life. An aging male baby boomer looking at 60 encounters very specific psychological and physical changes. The impact of these changes can be felt in relationship to others and in how a man sees himself in his world. Does he continue to fit in? In particular, how a man adapts to being in his 60s is an indicator
of how he feels about living the rest of his life. Dr. Schwalbe knows from personal experience, as well as from his patients, the challenges produced by anxiety and depression in dealing with aging in a youth-oriented society. He looks at competition in the gym, sports field, financial and business arena, the political
world to the social and sexual world and urges men to adapt to the outside forces. The key is in the expectations and how to recognize and plan for them. Candid and straightforward talk with vignettes drawn from Dr. Schwalbe's practice illustrate problems and solutions related to marriage, relationships, career,
retirement (don't, he urges), divorce, death of a partner, fitness, nutrition, sexual behavior, dealing with adult children, lifestyle changes, financial planning, ageism, and many other topics. Schwalbe presents a heart-felt and therapeutically tested guide to keeping things in perspective in order to maintain self
confidence and self esteem. Most importantly, this book is directed to the aging male baby boomer (and to those who love him, know him, or live with him). It tells him that he is not alone and that the intimate thoughts that he has about his aging body and mind are shared by millions of men who are in their 60s and
are dealing with their new age.
Reports of Cases Determined by the Supreme Court of the State of Missouri-Missouri. Supreme Court 1895
Corporate Rebels-Joost Minnaar 2020-02-13 Joost and Pim, known as the Corporate Rebels, are on a mission to make work more fun. They quit frustrating corporate jobs to visit the world's most inspiring companies. Now, after visiting 100+ pioneering organisations and interviewing 1000+ academics, employees,
and CEOs, they share eight lessons from the world's most progressive workplaces.
The Case of the Photographer's Photo: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “I wonder if something is wrong,” Mr. Broderick asked as he headed across the room. He swung open the window and called. “Chris?” Officer Hall’s head appeared at the window. “Kendall thinks you’re watching us.”
“Actually he’s right,” Officer Hall said. “I was wondering if I could talk to the kids for a few minutes.” Why did Officer Hall want to talk with Kendall and Jamie? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of
observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes
every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Grabbed Geocache: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “Today I need everyone to stay in the west play yard during recess. Which way is west?” Everyone looked at their compass. “That way!” several of the students yelled. “Good,” the teacher answered. “After lunch we’re going to
go geocaching.” Who finds the geocache first? And are they cheating? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic
and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from
classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Photographer’s Photo-Caitlind L. Alexander “I wonder if something is wrong,” Mr. Broderick asked as he headed across the room. He swung open the window and called. “Chris?” Officer Hall’s head appeared at the window. “Kendall thinks you’re watching us.” “Actually he’s right,” Officer Hall said.
“I was wondering if I could talk to the kids for a few minutes.” Why did Officer Hall want to talk with Kendall and Jamie? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown mysteries, these short mysteries give kids all the clues they need to solve the mystery,
before revealing the answer on the last page, helping kids learn common sense and attention to detail. Ages 8 and up. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to
mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Hosiery Hero: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “Welcome to our little museum,” they heard a voice say. When their eyes adjusted they saw a man standing in front of them. “I’m Salty Bill and I’ll be your guide today. That will be two dollars each,” he added. “Cash only.” Their
father turned over six dollars and the man quickly stuck it in a cash box under the counter. Jamie stepped up to look at one of the cases. “This is strange,” she announced to the others. “Take a look at this!” Kendall and their father stepped over to look at the case. Inside was a pair of tattered and dirty panty hose,
next to a picture of a young woman. There was also a picture of a rope bridge. Several ropes had been slung across a gorge and wooden slats had been tied to form a length that people could walk on. Find out what the panty hose has to do with the bridge, and whether the story about them is true. See if you can
solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include
exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo
readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Stolen Sea Dragon: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander Someone has stolen a leafy sea dragon from the pet store. Jamie and Kendall’s friend Jarren Jones asks for their help. The store owner thinks Jarren has stolen it. Can they help him figure out who really took it? See if you can
solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do! Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include
exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo
readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Pilgrim's Paper: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander Kendall and Jamie Broderick, mystery, detective, case, 15-minute book, solve it yourself, encyclopedia brown Tommy Watkins rode up to the Broderick house on his bike. He was breathing hard. Sweat was running down his face,
but Tommy didn’t seem to care. “Hi Tommy,” Jamie said. Tommy was in her class at school. “Someone stole my science experiment,” Tommy wailed. “You guys solve mysteries. I need your help. If I don’t get those pellets back before tomorrow I won’t be able to finish. Then I won’t have a chance to win the science
fair prize.” Tommy looked as if he was ready to cry. “What is the prize?” Jamie asked. “It’s a new computer,” he answered. “I was counting on it. My mom can’t afford to buy us a computer since my dad died,” he explained. “It takes forever to get time on the computer at the library. I really need it.” Who took
Tommy’s science experiment, and can Kendall and Jamie prove it? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and
attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from
classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Mary MacKillop: Australia's First Saint-Jeannie Meekins Mary MacKillop devoted her life to educating poor children. With the help of Father Julian Woods, she established her own religious Order, the Sisters of St Joseph of the Sacred Heart. She set up over 100 schools, educated 12,000 children, and received
approval from the Pope for her Order. Mary constantly battled against the Church in her own country – and was even ex-communicated. But she kept her faith and devotion to God and she became Australia’s first saint. Find out more about this woman who became a saint. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions
include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are
appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Disney Classic- 2019-01-09 This fun activity case contains 4 x sticker books with extra sticker sheets in an easy-to-carry case: perfect for little hands on the go!
The Case of the Soccer Steal: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander 2012-02-18 “I had to go toward the front of the school,” Miss Barker interrupted. “My cell phone doesn’t work that well at the back.” “I was gone for about ten minutes. While I was gone, someone went into my classroom and took
twenty dollars from my purse. I know it was someone from this team since no one else is around,” she said in an accusing tone. Who took the money? See if you can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of
observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes
every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
The Case of the Cowering Cat: A 15-Minute Brodericks Mystery-Caitlind L. Alexander “You guys have to help me!” Megan said as she raced up to Kendall and Jamie. “Luda is going to kill me!” “What’s wrong?” Jamie and Kendall asked together. “I lost Gracie,” Megan wailed. “I can’t find her anywhere!” See if you
can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids get to test their wits and powers of observation against our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way. Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions
include exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books also work well
as hi-lo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
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